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About This Content

In this package, you will receive 4 all-new and exclusive Repaints. These designs were created in cooperation with FlixBus in
order to bring these unique designs in the best quality possible to Fernbus Simulator.

 4 Repaints including 3 variants

 Repaints are available for all available coach models

 Winter Repaint

 Anniversary France I + II Repaints

 Anniversary Italy I + II Repaints

 Anniversary Netherlands I + II Repaints

This DLC is currently compatible with:

MAN Lion's Coach and Lion's Coach C from the original game Fernbus Simulator

Fernbus Simulator DLC Neoplan Skyliner

Fernbus Simulator DLC ComfortClass HD
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Title: Fernbus Simulator - Anniversary Repaint Package
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
TML-Studios
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7/8/8.1/10 (64bit only)

Processor: Intel Core i5 Processor or similar with at least 2.6 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 or similar AMD Radeon (no support for onboard cards)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English,German,French,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Portuguese,Turkish,Italian,Simplified Chinese
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Hi, just recently finished your visual novel. I enjoyed it very much. I hope that there will be future chapters that expand the
story further through out there time at the university. Definitely would like to see more.:). These challenging maps are just what
you need to stay on your toes. When completing these missions you will receive for your reward armor that is really strong and
can upgrade to new heights. The maps are hard if you don't know how to set up defenses around the maps. They really do teach
you to always know were the crystal is and make sure it's safe. I have had some great battles with these missions so that that is
why I highly recommend this to anyone wanting better armor and wanting a challenge to complete. This DLC is worth the price
for what you can get out of it.. Broken-ish and abandoned by the dev.. Nice little portal mod, really enjoyed playing it. Although
there wasn't much storyline involved and the ending was a bit abrupt, the puzzles were really cool and I enjoyed every new
testing element involved in them. 8 out of 10. I purchased the game looking forward to the bad translation, since it's been fixed
it's just a boring story now, to bad, a great game version of Troll 2 or The Room. Since the translation has been fixed this game
puts me to sleep, didnt even finish it.. This game is fun.. This game is a joke lol. Grab the cards and run like the wind.
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Unless something has been fixed, this game does not work on macs. On top of that, you have to wade through crud to try and
figure out where to get help (which ends up being not Steam but Her Interactive), and I'm currently several months in without
ever receiving an actual response or solution to get the game running.. Absolutely not worth your money.

It features two maps which you do play in the main story. Basically they're just charging you money for stuff thats already in the
game. Also this isn't included in the season pass for some reason.

Unless the two maps in question were your absolute favorites in the story, DON'T GET THIS.. It is a very soothing game, much
love.. Fun and addictive. This is the that started the "Endless runner" genre. It is an original classic.
2 player is also great fun and makes you want to murder your friend <3. For a one-person dev team, Lex Mortis has a few good
things going for it. It succeeds in transitioning between "run around and find things" mode to "crawl through this spooky house"
mode. The game has a fun back-and-forth between the serene exterior of the island and the threatening "horror" parts.

There were several aspects that ultimately led me to NOT recommend this game.
-The lighting is TERRIBLE. Most of the time I was literally stumbling around in the dark.
- The "open world" aspect is a lie. Yes, you can basically wander around the island forever, but there is NOTHING to be gained
from it. There are empty villages with unfinished-looking houses that are either totally empty or are impossible to enter anyway.
Most locations you can't access anyway until the "story" lets you.
- Laughable English voice acting, although the dev did their best.
- The "creatures", which resemble a bunch of Mothman cosplayers, hardly represented a threat to me as the player.
- The dev didn't seem to care about sound design in the non-horror exploratory parts. The soundtrack was uninspired.
- As for the "horror" aspect, besides a few cheap jump scares I really did not feel a sense of dread at all.

The ONE part that I truly enjoyed was where the main character is lost in this amazingly dense forest. It was the most accurate
representation of a forest in a game I had ever seen.. 5\/5 bretty gud. its really a great game it took me about 2 hours to beat per
se

keep in mind the cars are feather light so you will go flying to the ends of the earth if you dont know how to control your car
BUT it is funny at times

9\/10 hard to pull of a loopdy loop like from hotwheels
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